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Interindividual differences in the effects of reward on performance are prevalent and poorly understood, with some individuals being
more dependent than others on the rewarding outcomes of their actions. The origin of this variability in reward dependence is unknown.
Here, we tested the relationship between reward dependence and brain structure in healthy humans. Subjects trained on a visuomotor
skill-acquisition task and received performance feedback in the presence or absence of reward. Reward dependence was defined as the
statistical trial-by-trial relation between reward and subsequent performance. We report a significant relationship between reward
dependence and the lateral prefrontal cortex, where regional gray-matter volume predicted reward dependence but not feedback alone.
Multivoxel pattern analysis confirmed the anatomical specificity of this relationship. These results identified a likely anatomical marker
for the prospective influence of reward on performance, which may be of relevance in neurorehabilitative settings.
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Introduction
Motivational processes are a fundamental driver of human per-
formance, affecting the acquisition of new knowledge and skills
(Dweck, 1986; Dickinson and Balleine, 1994). The capacity of
extrinsic rewards, such as food, water, or money to shape behav-
ior is well documented (Berridge and Robinson, 2003; Daw et al.,
2005; Berridge et al., 2009; Abe et al., 2011; Manley et al., 2014).
However, individual differences in the effects of reward on per-
formance and skill acquisition have been repeatedly reported
(Cohen, 2007; Schönberg et al., 2007; Santesso et al., 2008; Frank
et al., 2009) and their origin remains puzzling and poorly under-
stood. Humans differ considerably in the degree to which reward
guides their behavior, with some individuals being more tuned
than others to the rewarding outcomes of their actions. The pro-
pensity to consistently respond to reward cues on a trial-by-trial
basis, commonly referred to as reward dependence (Cloninger,
1987; Cloninger et al., 1993), is a key feature of reward processing,
dissociable from more global influences of reward on on-line
within-session learning (Abe et al., 2011; Dayan et al., 2014). The
local trial-by-trial effects of reward on subsequent performance

may possibly be masked when performance measures are aver-
aged across trials or blocks, necessitating analysis that allows for a
better quantification of reward effects on performance at the
single-trial level (Daw, 2011). To date, reward dependence has
been studied primarily in the context of addiction (Cloninger,
1987; Han et al., 2007). Importantly, the neural mechanisms un-
derlying the contribution of reward dependence to behavioral
performance and skill acquisition have not been identified to
date.

Reward processing is controlled by a complex hierarchy of
brain systems and is influenced by many situational factors and
learned associations (Berridge et al., 2009; Schönberg et al.,
2014). In this respect, reward processing is often state-dependent,
influenced by the state humans or other animals are operating
under, for example, hunger or saturation. Thus, state-dependent
computations, a product of the interaction between incoming
stimuli and the internal dynamic state of neural networks
(Buonomano and Maass, 2009) may play a substantial role dur-
ing reward processing and valuation (Niv et al., 2006; Pompilio et
al., 2006; Symmonds et al., 2010; Levy et al., 2013), and are there-
fore likely to contribute to the observed individual differences in
the effects of reward on performance. On the other hand, the
influence of more stable pre-existing state-independent factors,
such as brain anatomy remains elusive. A large body of recent
research has shown that performance in a wide range of per-
ceptual, motor, and cognitive functions is linked to the local
structure of gray-matter in functionally related brain regions
(Davatzikos, 2004; Kanai and Rees, 2011; Kanai et al., 2011a,b,
2012). Here, we tested whether reward dependence, defined as
the extent to which reward guides subsequent behavior on a trial-
by-trial basis, during the acquisition of an explicit procedural
skill could be predicted by structural gray-matter properties.
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Materials and Methods
Participants. Thirty-eight healthy right-handed volunteers (18 F/20 M;
mean age, 24.3 � 0.49 SEM) participated in the study. All participants
provided written informed consent before their participation in the
study and all procedures were approved by the Combined Neuroscience
Institutional Review Board, National Institutes of Health. Inclusion cri-
teria were unremarkable physical and neurological history, no MRI con-
tradictions, no use of psychoactive medication, and ability to perform the
task.

Skill acquisition task. Participants trained on a sequential explicit
visuomotor acquisition task (Reis et al., 2009; Schambra et al., 2011). The
task was administered in a quiet room, via a laptop computer (Dell,
Latitude E5510, screen size 15.6 inches), placed in front of the partici-
pants at comfortable viewing height and distance (�40 cm away). The
task required subjects to move a small cursor through five individually
colored, horizontally displayed targets, numbered 1–5. Four of the tar-
gets resembled a gate (i.e., were composed of two parallel horizontal
lines) and the fifth was a thick horizontal line. Subjects controlled the
movements of the cursor by pinching a force-transducer with the distal
phalanx of the thumb and the proximal interphalangeal joint of the index
of their right dominant hand. Specifically, pressing the transducer moved
the cursor rightward, toward the targets, whereas releasing pressure
moved the cursor back toward the starting position. To complete a trial
successfully subjects had to accurately (avoiding target-overshooting)
move the cursor through Gate 1, return to the starting position proceed
to Gate 2, and then move back and forth between the remaining targets
and the starting position until completion of the trial. Whenever a target
was reached successfully (defined as maintaining the cursor inside the
gate for a minimum of 0.2 s), and on successful completion of a trial,
performance feedback in the form of an auditory signal was provided. A
GO-signal (a bright green circle displayed beneath the task display) indi-
cated the beginning of each trial. Subjects were instructed to complete
each sequence as accurately as possible, within a fixed duration (8 s);
thus, successful performance required a combination of accuracy and
speed.

Reward-guided performance. After one block of 20 trials, where base-
line levels of performance were assessed subjects continued training for
five additional blocks, composed of 20 trials each. In one-half of the
subjects (rewarded group, n � 19; mean age, 23.8 � 0.5, 9 F/10 M)
monetary reward (presented visually: “You Win: $0.6”) was given after
each successful trial. Accumulated reward was also displayed beneath the
immediate reward display. For trials that were not successfully completed
subjects received a “no reward” outcome (“You Win: $0”). The task also
included a penalty option (“You Lose $1”) for trials where no attempt has
been made to move the cursor, but this did not occur in any of the
subjects. To control for the specificity of the reported findings to reward
dependence, we trained a second group of subjects on the same skill-
acquisition task providing performance feedback alone, with no re-
ward. This group (unrewarded group, n � 19; mean age, 24.7 � 0.85,
9 F/10 M) performed the exact same task as the rewarded group with
identical performance feedback settings, yet they did not receive re-
ward upon completion of successful trials. The two groups of subjects
did not differ in mean age (t(36) � 0.846, p � 0.403) or sex (distribu-
tions were identical).

Experimental design. T1-weighted scans were administered to all sub-
jects immediately before training. Training on the visuomotor skill-
acquisition task, performed outside of the scanner, began after one block
of trials where baseline performance levels were assessed. Training con-
sisted of five blocks of 20 trials each. Short breaks were provided between
blocks. Subjects also underwent functional resting state scans and
most (36/38) also participated in three additional procedural memory
tests that were administered after training ended (data will be re-
ported elsewhere).

Imaging setup. Imaging data were acquired with a 3.0-T GE Signa HDx
scanner using an 8-channel coil. High-resolution (1 � 1 � 1 mm 3) 3D
magnetization prepared rapid gradient echo (MPRAGE) T1-weighted
images were acquired (repetition time � 6.264 ms; echo time � 2.672
ms; field-of-view: 256 � 256; slice thickness: 1 mm; slice spacing: 1 mm)

Behavioral data analysis
Binary logistic regression. To quantify the degree to which subjects were
dependent on reward (in the rewarded group), and compare it with the
equivalent influence of simple performance feedback (in the unrewarded
group) we subjected the training data to binary logistic regression. This
analysis measured the degree to which reward or performance feedback
at any trial n predicted successful performance at the following trial, n �
1. The regression model was of the form:

ln ODDS � ln
p

1 � p
� a � BX � e.

Where the model predicts the natural log of ODDS, which corresponds
to the odds of a trial being successful or not, p is the predicted probability
that a trial was successful (1) rather than not successful (0), a is the
intercept, and X is the predictor of the model (reward or performance
feedback at trial n). The negative-log likelihood (NLL), a statistic mea-
suring the fit of the model, or in simplified terms how well the model
predicted subjects success was used as a measure of how well reward (or
performance feedback) predicted subjects’ performance in the task. The
analysis was performed on fully binarized data, for both the rewarded
and unrewarded groups. In both groups, the dependent variable was a
binarized measure of trial success (0 � unsuccessful, 1 � successful). In
the rewarded group, the independent predictor variable, reward at the
preceding trial was binarized as well, where trials that were rewarded
were coded with “1” and those that were not were coded with “0.” Sim-
ilarly, in the unrewarded group, successful trials that received perfor-
mance feedback indicating success were coded as “1,” and those that did
not were coded as “0.” To derive the NLL fit binarized logistic regression
was performed for all subjects individually. The distribution of the
derived NLL statistics, as obtained in the rewarded and unrewarded
groups was compared with a nonparametric Kolmogorov–Smirnov
test. In addition, to compare the degree to which the NLL statistic
reflected subjects’ performance in the task, across groups, we per-
formed a generalized linear model with fraction of correct trials serv-
ing as dependent variable, group assignment (rewarded/unrewarded)
as factor and NLL as covariate.

Skill acquisition. The focus of the current work is on the trial-by-trial
dependency between reward and performance, referred to throughout
the text as reward dependence. However, we derived two additional
learning metrics from subjects’ training data to assess the specificity of
the results to reward dependence, rather than to other aspects of learning.
We first derived, for each subject, the fraction of successful trials, aver-
aged per block, defining learning as the difference between the last (fifth)
and first blocks. A second, more elaborate measure for skill acquisition in
the task, as proposed and used previously, combined speed and accuracy,
capturing shifts in speed–accuracy tradeoff functions. The measure,
which was described in detail in previous studies (Reis et al., 2009,
Schambra et al., 2011) was of the following form:

skill �
1 � error rate

error rate�ln�movement time	b

,

where error rate (proportion of unsuccessful trials) and movement time
(time from trial initiation to its end) were averaged per block. In error-
free blocks, error rate was set at 0.05. The exponent, b, was set at 5.424, a
value which was confirmed in two independent samples of subjects who
performed the same task (Reis et al., 2009; Schambra et al., 2011; Dayan
et al., 2014). Learning gains were defined as the difference in the skill
measure between the last (fifth) and first blocks. Focusing on shifts in
speed–accuracy tradeoff functions, rather on speed or accuracy sepa-
rately, ensures that training-related behavioral changes did not reflect a
simple change along the same tradeoff function (e.g., switching from
slow and accurate to fast and inaccurate performance), which is less
indicative of skill acquisition (Reis et al., 2009; Schambra et al., 2011;
Dayan et al., 2014). Together with fraction of correct trials, these two
learning metrics allowed us to dissociate the global effects of reward on
learning gains from those of reward dependency, which expresses the
more local trial-by-trial effects of reward on subsequent performance.
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Imaging data analysis
VBM. Voxel-based morphometry (VBM; Ashburner and Friston, 2000)
analysis was performed using Statistical Parametric Mapping 8. T1-
Weighted MR images were first segmented for gray-matter, white matter,
and CSF. The diffeomorphic anatomical registration through exponen-
tiated lie algebra (DARTEL) algorithm, implemented in SPM8 was then
used for intersubject alignment of gray-matter images. The aligned im-
ages were then smoothed using an 8 mm full-width at half-maximum
Gaussian kernel and transformed into Montreal Neurological Institute
(MNI) space. Statistical analysis, performed in SPM8 as well, was based
on an ANOVA model with group assignment (rewarded, unrewarded)
serving as between-groups factor and NLL (or other learning-derived
metrics, see Skill Acquisition) as a covariate of interest (thus, the inter-
action of group and the covariate were modeled in the design matrix).
Total intracranial volume was computed within SPM and the data were
proportionally scaled accordingly. Initial whole-brain analysis was per-
formed with a voxelwise threshold of p � 0.001. Cluster-level p values
were set at p � 0.05, adjusting for nonstationary smoothness (Worsley et
al., 1999) using the nonstationary correction toolbox for SPM (Hayasaka
et al., 2004). To further visualize the results, we extracted individual
subjects’ gray-matter volumes from each of the clusters that showed an
effect using MarsBar (http://marsbar.sourceforge.net/). This step was
performed for visualization purposes only and does not constitute an inde-
pendent statistical test. Results of the VBM analysis were visualized, in part,
using MRIcron (http://www.mccauslandcenter.sc.edu/mricro/mricron/).

Pattern classification. Pattern recognition analysis was performed us-
ing the Pattern Recognition of Brain Image Data (PROBID) toolbox, on
MATLAB 7. The objective of this analysis was to examine the specificity
of the results to the superior frontal part of the lateral prefrontal cortex, in
comparison with other structures in lateral and medial prefrontal cortex.
Thus, this analysis, which was performed in the rewarded and unre-
warded groups separately, aimed to examine whether patterns of gray-
matter volume within these regions allow for an accurate classification of
subjects who were more or less reward dependent (in the rewarded
group), and as a control examined whether subjects who were more or
less feedback dependent in the unrewarded group could be classified as
well.

We first split the subjects in the rewarded and unrewarded groups
using a median split, distinguishing within each group between subjects
who were more or less reward or performance feedback dependent
(higher and lower NLL � less and more dependent, respectively). Pre-
processed gray-matter images (see description of preprocessing steps,
above) were then subjected to pattern classification using a support vec-
tor machine (SVM) classifier. The PROBID toolbox uses a linear kernel

SVM with its associated benefits in terms of
reduction in the risk of overfitting. To specifi-
cally compare classification based on different
regions in the prefrontal cortex, we created
masks based on the automated anatomical la-
beling (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002) atlas via
MRIcron, resliced to accurately fit subjects’ T1
images using SPM. The following masks were
generated, bilaterally: superior frontal gyri,
middle frontal gyri, middle orbital-frontal gyri,
and medial orbital-frontal gyri. We trained
each classifier based on gray-matter images
within each of these regions independently,
each time testing whether participants with high
and low NLL could be accurately classified in the
rewarded and unrewarded groups. The perfor-
mance of the classifier was tested with a leave-
two-out cross-validation procedure (Ecker et al.,
2010), where the test was run n number of
times; n being the number of subjects, leaving
two subjects out on each iteration. The accu-
racy of classification refers to the proportion of
subjects who were correctly classified as more
or less reward or feedback dependent in the
rewarded and unrewarded groups, respec-
tively. Accuracy also corresponds to the average

between the classification’s specificity and sensitivity. Taking into account
rates of true-positive (TP), true-negative (TN), false-positive (FP), and false-
negative (FN) classifications, Sensitivity � TP/(TP � FN) and Specific-
ity � TN/(FP � TN), where TP and TN refer to subjects who were
correctly classified, as more (TP) and less (TN) reward dependent (or
more or less feedback dependent in the unrewarded group), whereas FP
and FN to subjects who were incorrectly classified as belonging to each of
these two groups. A permutation test consisting of 5000 iterations was
used to derive significance estimates ( p value) for each classification
accuracy.

Results
Thirty-eight healthy volunteers underwent structural brain im-
aging (MRI) followed by training on an explicit sequential visuo-
motor skill-acquisition task (Reis et al., 2009; Schambra et al.,
2011; Dayan et al., 2014; Fig. 1A). Training required subjects to
move a small cursor back and forth between a “home” location
and five targets (4 gates and 1 thick line), numbered 1–5, by
modulating pinch force applied to a force transducer (Fig. 1B).
Subjects were instructed to perform the entire sequence of move-
ments (i.e., 1-back, 2-back, 3-back, 4-back, 5) accurately within
8 s. Whenever a target was reached successfully (defined as main-
taining the cursor inside the gate for a minimum of 0.2 s), and
upon successful completion of a trial, performance feedback in
the form of an auditory tone was provided. Following a block of
20 trials, where baseline performance levels were assessed, sub-
jects trained for five additional blocks where they all received
performance feedback. In one-half of the subjects (henceforth,
the rewarded group) successful completion of each training trial
was additionally reinforced with monetary reward (displayed vi-
sually: “You Win $ 0.6”). To tease apart the contribution of re-
ward from that of performance feedback, the second one-half of
the participants (the unrewarded group) trained with perfor-
mance feedback alone (Fig. 1C). Thus, the rewarded group re-
ceived performance feedback and visually presented monetary
reward, whereas the unrewarded group received performance
feedback alone.

To quantitatively define reward dependence, we analyzed the
training data using binary logistic regression (Kedem and Fokia-
nos, 2002). This analysis measured the statistical dependency be-

Figure 1. Sequential visuomotor skill-acquisition task. A, Subjects were scanned before training on a sequential visuomotor
skill-acquisition task consisting of five blocks of training trials. B, In each trial, subjects were instructed to move a cursor from an
unmarked home position through five numbered targets, returning home after reaching each target before moving to the next
one. Cursor movements were controlled by modulating pinch force applied to a force transducer held between the index finger and
the thumb. All trials were completed within 8 s. C, All subjects received performance feedback during the execution of the trial.
However, upon trial completion one-half of the subjects (rewarded group) received visual monetary reward, whereas the other half
did not (unrewarded group).
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tween trial outcome (reward or performance feedback alone)
given at trial n and performance at trial n � 1 (Fig. 2A). We first
binarized the performance and outcome phases of each trial (1
and 0 for successful and unsuccessful trials; 1 and 0 for positive or
null outcomes). After fitting a logistic regression model to the
training data of each subject, we derived the resulting NLL, a
metric expressing the goodness-of-fit of the model. Thus, the
NLL expresses how well the logistic regression model predicted
subjects’ performance along training (note that smaller NLL val-
ues express a better fit). The distributions of the NLL parameter
obtained from the training data of the rewarded and unrewarded
groups were not significantly different from one another (Kolm-
ogorov–Smirnov, Z � 0.973; p � 0.3). Across groups NLL was
strongly predictive of the overall performance in the task (Wald
� 2 � 13.57, p � 0.001) and this predictive relationship did not
differ among the rewarded and unrewarded groups (Wald � 2 �
2.89, p � 0.09). Thus, both performance feedback and reward
had similar overall effects over performance at the subsequent
trial.

We then tested using whole-brain VBM (Ashburner and Fris-
ton, 2000) whether the degree of dependence on reward as op-
posed to performance feedback alone related to variation in brain
structure. Regional brain volumes were compared with an

ANOVA where group assignment (rewarded/unrewarded)
served as a factor and reward or performance feedback depen-
dence (i.e., the NLL of the model) as a covariate. The main effect
for group was not statistically significant, indicating that the two
groups of subjects did not show any overall baseline differences in
gray-matter volume. Two clusters in left and right superior fron-
tal gyri showed a significant interaction between group and the
dependence covariate (Fig. 2A; Table 1). Within these clusters
gray-matter volume strongly correlated with dependence in the
rewarded (r � 0.723, p � 0.001 and r � 0.709, p � 0.001 for the
right and left clusters, respectively), but not in the unrewarded
(r � �0.093, p � 0.705 and r � �0.066, p � 0.789) group.
Notably, as smaller NLL values express a better fit of the binary-
logistic regression model, positive correlations between NLL and
gray-matter volume in effect expressed an inverse relation be-
tween reward dependence and brain structure. Thus, the results

Figure 2. Links between regional gray-matter volume and reward dependence. A, Reward and performance feedback dependence was assessed for each subject by binarizing the training data
and fitting a logistic regression model, measuring the statistical dependency between reward in the rewarded group or performance feedback in the unrewarded group at a given trial, n, and a binary
measure of success on the subsequent trial, n � 1. B, The distribution of the NLL of the regression models, a statistic expressing the model’s goodness of fit was comparable across the two training
groups. Note: smaller NLL denotes better model fit. C, Whole-brain VBM revealed a significant interaction between group (rewarded or unrewarded) and the degree of reward or feedback
dependence (NLL) in right and left lateral prefrontal cortices gray-matter volume. Within both the left (D, E) and the right (F, G) lateral prefrontal clusters the degree of reward, but not that of
feedback dependence significantly correlated with gray-matter volume.

Table 1. Regions showing an interaction between group and dependence

Region MNI coordinates (x, y, z) t p

L sup frontal gyrus �14 26 61 3.44 0.0007
R sup frontal gyrus 15 30 60 3.86 0.0002

Significant clusters showing an interaction between group (rewarded, unrewarded) and the dependence covariate.
L, Left; R, right.
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reveal that individuals who were more dependent on reward had
smaller gray-matter volume in right and left superior frontal gyri.

To examine the specificity of the results to reward depen-
dence we tested whether the interaction between group assign-
ment (rewarded/unrewarded) and other learning-derived
parameters would yield significant interactions. With on-line
learning gains defined as the difference in the fraction of cor-
rect trials during the last block, relative to those of the first
block (Block5 � Block1), both groups showed significant
gains over the course of training (rewarded group: t(18) � 7.78,
p � 0.001; unrewarded group: t(18) � 10.75, p � 0.001). On-
line learning gains were comparable between the two groups
(t(36) � 0.983, p � 0.332), and were weakly correlated with
subjects’ NLL (r � 0.038, p � 0.82), suggesting that the two
measures are relatively independent. VBM analysis based on
an ANOVA with group assignment serving as a factor and
learning gains as a covariate did not reveal any significant
interaction effects. We next repeated the analysis defining on-
line learning based on an outcome measure combining both
speed and accuracy, focusing on shifts in the tasks’ speed–
accuracy tradeoff function (Reis et al., 2009; Schambra et al.,
2011; Dayan et al., 2014). Online learning gains, again defined
as the differences between the first and last blocks (Block5 �
Block1) were comparable in the rewarded and unrewarded
groups (t(36) � 1.273, p � 0.211), and were here too weakly

correlated with subjects’ NLL (r � 0.056, p � 0.74). VBM
analysis revealed again an insignificant interaction between
group and on-line learning gains. Together, these results sug-
gest that the interaction between group assignment and re-
ward dependence was not present for on-line learning, and
thus, confirm the specificity of the findings to reward
dependence.

To test the topographic specificity of the current results to
the superior frontal part of the lateral prefrontal cortex we
used multivariate pattern recognition analysis with its poten-
tial for detecting more subtle morphological differences
(Ecker et al., 2010). This analysis aimed to reveal whether
patterns of gray-matter volume within superior frontal gyri,
and in other control regions could allow for an accurate clas-
sification of subjects who were more or less reward dependent.
As a control, we additionally tested whether subjects who were
more or less feedback dependent could be similarly classified
as well. We first performed a median split in the dependence
results (Fig. 3A), distinguishing within each of the two groups
between subjects who were more or less reward- or perfor-
mance feedback-dependent (higher and lower NLL � less and
more dependent, respectively). We then trained a support
vector machine classifier (Boser et al., 1992) to distinguish
between higher and lower reward- or performance feedback-
dependent individuals, based on gray-matter volumes from

Figure 3. Classification of reward dependence from multivoxel patterns of gray-matter volume. A, Within both the rewarded and unrewarded groups a median split was used to differentiate
among subjects who were more or less reward or feedback dependent. B, Gray-matter volumes were extracted from four prefrontal cortex regions-of-interest (ROIs), including middle frontal (Mid
Front), superior frontal (Sup Frontal), medial orbital-frontal (Med Orb Front), and middle orbital-frontal (Mid Orb Front) gyri, all defined based on a standardized atlas. C–E, An SVM classifier was
trained to distinguish between subjects who were more or less reward or feedback dependent within each of the ROIs, in left (C) and right (D) prefrontal cortex and based on a whole-brain mask (E).
Accuracy levels were tested in a leave-two-out crossvalidation procedure. Classification accuracy was significant (random permutation test consisting of 5000 iterations) only for the rewarded group
and only in the superior frontal ROIs; *p � 0.05, **p � 0.01.
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left and right superior frontal gyri. The classification accuracy
derived from this region was compared with accuracy derived
from other adjacent structures in the prefrontal cortex, in-
cluding middle frontal, middle orbital-frontal, and medial
orbital-frontal gyri (Fig. 3B). All structures were localized an-
atomically based on a standardized atlas (Tzourio-Mazoyer et
al., 2002). Consistent with the results reported above assign-
ment into the subgroups of subjects who were more or less
reward dependent was successfully classified from patterns of
gray-matter volume in both left (77.78% accuracy, p � 0.01;
Fig. 3C) and right (72.22% accuracy, p � 0.05; Fig. 3D) supe-
rior frontal gyri, but not in any of the other prefrontal regions
(Fig. 3C,D; Table 2). Similarly, classification of reward depen-
dence using a whole-brain mask (i.e., not confined to prefron-
tal cortical regions) was only marginally significant ( p � 0.07;
Fig. 3E).

Gray-matter volume in none of the
prefrontal regions successfully classified
individuals who were more or less perfor-
mance feedback-dependent in the unre-
warded group (Fig. 3C,D; Table 2), and
the classification failed also when a whole-
brain mask was used (Fig. 3E). To more
directly compare differences in classifica-
tion of subjects who were more and less
reward and feedback-dependent (Fig.
3C,D) we fitted the data with a factorial
generalized linear model, testing the in-
fluence of group assignment (rewarded/
unrewarded) and region (all regions as
reported above) over a binary measure of
classification applied to each of the classi-
fied subjects (1: classified successfully; 0:
classified unsuccessfully). This analysis re-
vealed significant region � group interac-
tion (Wald �2 � 15.25, p � 0.035),
indicating that the differences in classifica-
tion indeed differed across prefrontal corti-
cal regions (Fig. 3C,D).

To gain additional insight into the topo-
graphical layout of the regions that successfully classified subjects
who were more or less reward dependent, we generated discrimina-
tion maps (Mourão-Miranda et al., 2012; Qiu et al., 2014) for left
(Fig. 4A) and right (Fig. 4B) superior frontal gyri. These maps display
the spatial distribution of the weight vectors used in the classification
of reward dependence, or in other words the weight of each voxel in
discriminating between subjects who were more or less reward de-
pendent. The maps reveal (Fig. 4A,B) that a spatially distributed
pattern of voxels, extending from the most anterior to the most
posterior parts of the superior frontal gyri contributed to the classi-
fication of reward dependence.

Overall, the results of the multivariate pattern classification anal-
ysis confirm the differential anatomical specificity of the superior
frontal parts of the lateral prefrontal cortex for reward- but not per-
formance feedback-dependence.

Discussion
Notwithstanding the increasing interest into the influence of reward
on human behavior, one question that remained unresolved is why
some individuals respond more consistently to the rewarding out-
comes of their actions. In the current study, we aimed to address this
puzzling variability by identifying stable anatomical substrates that
may account for it. The results revealed that gray-matter volume in

specific parts of the lateral prefrontal cortex predicted the degree
of reward dependence that human subjects display during the
acquisition of a novel skill. This predictive relationship was spe-
cific to reward dependence, in other words to the quantitative
trial-by-trial relationship between reward and subsequent per-
formance. No such relationship was found between brain struc-
ture and performance feedback, or the magnitude of overall
reward-related on-line learning gains. Further, the predictive re-
lationship between brain structure and reward dependence was
specific to the most dorsal parts of the lateral prefrontal cortex.

Thus, we identified structural brain features strongly linked to
the degree of reward dependence displayed by subjects during
skill acquisition. Consistent with our main finding, neuroimag-
ing studies in humans have implicated the superior frontal parts
of the lateral prefrontal cortex in reward-based decision-making
and learning (Delgado et al., 2000; Pochon et al., 2002; Rogers et
al., 2004), particularly in the context of reward anticipation
(Ernst et al., 2004; Bjork and Hommer, 2007) and outcome pro-
cessing (Liu et al., 2011), likely a fundamental part in reward
dependence. Interestingly, task-independent electroencephalo-
gram oscillations in the � range, localized in left superior frontal
gyrus, relate to subjects’ propensity to respond to reward cues
(Pizzagalli et al., 2005), fitting in nicely with the current results.

Figure 4. Discrimination maps for left (A) and right (B) superior frontal gyri. Spatially distributed map of voxels in left and right
superior frontal gyri which most strongly discriminated among subjects who were more or less reward dependent (low and high
NLL, respectively). The color map depicts the relative weight of each voxel in the discrimination.

Table 2. Multivariate pattern classification analysis

Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) Accuracy (%) p

Region Reward Feedback Reward Feedback Reward Feedback Reward Feedback

L mid front 55.56 33.33 66.67 33.33 61.11 33.33 0.222 0.955
R mid front 44.44 55.56 55.56 33.33 50 44.44 0.582 0.755
L sup frontal 77.78 22.22 77.78 33.33 77.78 27.78 0.0076 0.9874
R sup frontal 66.67 55.56 77.78 44.44 72.22 50 0.0444 0.597
L med orb front 55.56 66.67 22.22 22.22 38.89 44.44 0.774 0.779
R med orb front 44.44 55.56 22.22 55.56 33.33 55.56 0.948 0.4112
L mid orb front 66.67 33.33 66.67 33.33 66.67 33.33 0.127 0.888
R mid orb front 55.56 66.67 33.33 44.44 44.44 55.56 0.767 0.406
Whole-brain 77.78 44.44 55.56 33.33 66.67 38.89 0.07 0.888

Accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity obtained from a multivariate pattern classification analysis, classifying subjects
who were more and less reward (in the rewarded group) or feedback (in the unrewarded group) dependent.
Significance estimates ( p values) derived from a permutation test consisting of 5000 iterations are also shown.
Abbreviations are as in Fig. 3.
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Studies using transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) have ad-
ditionally documented a causal role for the lateral prefrontal cor-
tex in reward processing functions (Uher et al., 2005; Rose et al.,
2011), although exact localization of stimulation effects remains
challenging (Dayan et al., 2013). For example, repetitive TMS to
superior frontal gyrus reduces craving for cigarettes in smokers
(Rose et al., 2011), effects which were possibly due to modulation
of reward reactivity. More generally, lateral prefrontal cortex in-
tegrates sensory and affective information (Averbeck and Seo,
2008), transmitting reward-related content to subcortical dopa-
minergic systems, thereby initiating motivated behavior (Ballard
et al., 2011). In humans, motivation to obtain reward involves
indirect functional input from the lateral prefrontal cortex, albeit
from medial rather than superior frontal gyrus to the nucleus
accumbens (Ballard et al., 2011), a structure whose activity relates
to the relative efficacy of reward (Clithero et al., 2011). As the
superior frontal gyrus shows intricate patterns of anatomical and
functional connectivity with large-scale neuronal systems (Li et
al., 2013), our results likely reflect more distributed substrates
that contribute to the susceptibility to respond to reward cues
during behavioral performance.

The present findings were anatomically specific. Multivoxel
pattern analysis (Norman et al., 2006) was used to identify more
subtle morphological differences between subjects possibly
masked by a mass-univariate approach, such as VBM (Ecker et
al., 2010). We found that spatially distributed patterns of voxels
extending from the most anterior to the most posterior parts of
the superior frontal gyri successfully discriminated subjects who
were more and less reward dependent. Other control prefrontal
regions, including the neighboring middle frontal, middle
orbital-frontal, and medial orbital-frontal gyri, all implicated in
reward processing (Liu et al., 2011) did not show such relation-
ship. Thus, reward dependence only related to structural features
of the superior frontal part of the lateral prefrontal cortex.

The data additionally demonstrate the behavioral specificity
of the link between lateral prefrontal cortex and reward depen-
dence during skill acquisition. First, the effect of performance
feedback, which carried no differential incentive value and was
identical in both the rewarded and unrewarded groups, was not
predicted by any morphometric measures. Such specificity is
consistent with previous work that highlighted differences in the
behavioral properties and neural substrates of performance feed-
back and reward (Swinnen, 1996; Lutz et al., 2012). Administra-
tion of performance feedback guides behavioral improvements
during skill acquisition which deteriorate upon its removal
(Swinnen, 1996; Ronsse et al., 2011). Learning with performance
feedback is associated with increased activation in visual and sen-
sorimotor brain regions (Ronsse et al., 2011). Thus, skill acquisi-
tion with performance feedback relies on different neural
substrates than those identified here, consistent with a selective
role for the lateral prefrontal cortex in reward dependence.

The results also demonstrate that the trial-by-trial reward de-
pendency displayed during behavioral performance was disso-
ciable from on-line learning gains, expressed as the difference in
average performance between the first and last blocks of practice.
Although on-line learning gains in the rewarded group were sig-
nificant, they were comparable to those displayed by the unre-
warded group, as reported before for explicit visuomotor
procedural learning (Abe et al., 2011), but not for implicit se-
quence learning where reward has been shown to induce stronger
on-line gains relative to training with no reward (Wächter et al.,
2009). Importantly, in the current results, learning gains and
reward dependence were only weakly correlated across subjects,

implying that the two measures are relatively independent. Con-
sistently, gray-matter features of the prefrontal cortex predicted
reward dependence but not on-line learning gains, suggesting
dissociable mechanisms contributing to reward dependence and
overall reward-related learning gains.

The VBM analysis showed an inverse relation between reward
dependence and brain structure in which individuals with less
gray-matter volume in the lateral prefrontal cortex were more
reward dependent. Such findings are consistent with the proposal
that smaller regional gray-matter may be associated with in-
creased computational efficiency and improved behavior in other
functions (Kanai and Rees, 2011). An alternative possibility is
that individuals with reduced gray-matter volume in the lateral
prefrontal cortex compensate for this reduction by responding
more consistently to reward cues, a framework which has been
proposed in other contexts, for instance healthy aging (Cabeza
and Dennis, 2012). Still, our findings also reveal that more com-
plex distributed multivoxel patterns of gray-matter volume
within lateral prefrontal cortex (Fig. 4) differentiated subjects
who were more or less reward dependent. Thus, the actual rela-
tionship between brain structure and reward dependence may
not be confined to a simple inverse relation and likely reflects
more diverse structure–function links.

Previous work demonstrated the influence of behavioral states
on reward processing and valuation (Pompilio et al., 2006; Mc-
Namara et al., 2012; Levy et al., 2013). For example, metabolic
states systematically influence human risk attitudes during finan-
cial decision making (Symmonds et al., 2010). The relationship
between reward processing and more stable, pre-existing state-
independent factors is less understood. Our findings demon-
strate that such factors may be influential, being clearly predictive
of the effects of reward on behavioral performance. Although
experience dependent changes in gray-matter volume in humans
are routinely reported (Dayan and Cohen, 2011), our use of a
novel skill-acquisition task ensured that volumetric differences
between subjects have not been induced by previous exposure to
the task. In the current study our focus was on the trial-by-trial
influence of reward on subsequent performance, which could
relate to the reward dependence trait (Cloninger, 1987, 1993).
Future research could delineate how brain structure interacts
with other state-independent factors like trait characteristics
(Cloninger, 1987) or genetics (Peper et al., 2007; Frank et al.,
2009) in mediating reward dependence displayed during behav-
ioral performances and other aspects of reward processing and
learning.

In summary, the results show that variability in the structure
of the lateral prefrontal cortex predicts the degree of reward de-
pendence displayed during skill acquisition. Beyond their mech-
anistic implications, these results may open an avenue into
developing predictive biomarkers for individuals’ response to re-
ward in educational (Dweck, 1986) and neurorehabilitative set-
tings (Krakauer, 2006).
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